FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Life In Four Seasons, THE SHORT FILM THAT INSPIRED A NATION,
SCREENS FOR SEVEN DAYS ONLY AT LAEMMLE THEATRE
SANTA MONICA, CA - September 11, 2019 - ZONIA today announced that the Stefan
Apolostolov directed Life in Four Seasons, one of the most successful crowd-funded short films
released in 2019 that galvanized over four thousand people of a nation to participate, will have a
Special Limited Theatrical Release from September 13, 2019 at 4PM until September 19, 2019 at
Laemmle Monica Film Center, 1332 2nd Street, Santa Monica, CA.
This inspirited short speaks for itself when it says, “You will reach a breaking point, when no
sign of hope is left, when time stops, and you want to give up… In that moment of silence, you’ll
hear it, a familiar sound, a sound that reminds you of who you are, where you came from, and
why you can never give up.”
Through the skillful direction of the Bulgarian native, Stefan Apolostolov, this coming of age
tale of a boy (Ivaylo Stafnaov) displays the perfection of the crafts of directing, cinematography,
and storytelling. The audience feels transported to the breathtaking landscapes of Bulgaria and
walk in the boy’s shoes delving through Bulgaria’s history searching for the courage to be a
man.
Driven by the desire to steer the next generation into a meaningful, connected life of positive
actions Director Apolostolov inspired thousands of his countrymen and women to donate their
time and talents, while financing the film through an ambitious GoFundMe crowdsourcing
campaign.
Executive Producers, Vesela Apostolova and Yariv Lerner in collaboration with Co-Producer
Noah Berlow present in this world over-stimulated with screens, violence, and tragedy a short
film that sways its viewers to live a life of depth and weight, embracing the beauty of the world.
Tickets may be purchased online at https://www.laemmle.com/film/2019-shorts-sea.
ZONIA is a science-backed video streaming platform and online community that empowers
people to take control of their health and live their best life. It is wellness oriented. This is
Zonia’s first, original narrative film and they will be creating more like this in the future. Their
projects will be mission-driven, life-changing, and inspirational.
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